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Abstract—Edge computing is one of the most important tech-
nology for the industry to realize analysis with deep learning
technology. The edge computing architecture provides many
benefits over cloud computing, since it reduces cloud commu-
nication requirements by processing data in itself. Among many
industries for edge computing applications, smart agriculture
is a promising one since it needs to handle various kinds of
data such as ones from sensors and/or video streams. However,
applying edge computing has been remaining a challenging task
since it has different environment than other industries. It has
less computational resources in the field and it should be able
to deal with the target crop change. In this paper, an edge
management platform with a rail camera for a smart farm
is presented. First, A rail camera is implemented as an edge
device which has accelerator resource where the deep learning
application container can be deployed. The edge resource is
federated with other cloud resources. And then, software for
the edge management are presented - the Container Deployment
Service and AI Model Repository, for container deployment and
model deployment management, respectively.

Index Terms—edge computing, deep learning inference, infer-
ence architecture, cloud to edge, smart farm

I. INTRODUCTION

Edge computing is one of the most important technology
for the industry to realize AI services, and also facing new
challenges from applying it on the vertical industries. Edge has
been extended its range in last decades from a standalone de-
vice such as IoT gateway to a component between edge-cloud
continuum for service realisation. As a standalone device, it
needs consideration on lightweight software such as operating
systems or deep learning models, but as a component in edge-
cloud continuum, it needs more consideration on networking
and distribution. Many methods have been proposed to deal
with this and actively employed on various use cases. For
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example, container technology is used for the packaging and
delivery of a (micro)service, Kubernetes for the management
of deployment of containerised applications, and Prometheus
for the monitoring of resources. Those technologies are already
widely used on the cloud computing, and extending its appli-
cations for the edge devices. However, it is also true that there
are not many references for vertical industry applications that
make use of the edge-cloud continuum. The authors presents a
practical service for strawberry growth monitoring on a smart
farm in this paper. More specifically, this paper will present
the benefits of using Container Deployment Service (CDS) and
AI Model Repository (AMR) for realization of vertical smart
farm service.

This paper consists as follows. Section II presents descrip-
tion of the proposed architecture along with the two software
components. Also the Rail Camera, which is a resource in a
smart farm, is beneficial to the smart farm application. The
detailed implementation on actual smart farm environment is
presented in Section III, followed by the concluding section.

II. SMART FARM EDGE ARCHITECTURE

Applying deep learning inference to the agriculture is get-
ting more focus these days. Zhou et al. [1] has proposed a
method for plant phenotyping with deep learning and Bernotas
et al. [2] has proposed a method for plant growth tracking.
Parico and Ahamed [3] proposed more practical approach
on detecting and counting crops with real-world images with
Yolo v4. Zhang et al. [4] proposed for the analysis on the
field using UAV such as drones. Although the results of
those studies seems promising, it would not be easy to apply
those methods since it requires kinds of specific hardware
such as rig or drone, which is not suitable for the actual
field, such as greenhouse. In addition, it also requires re-
sources with high computational power. In this paper, an
edge management tools are designed and implemented to
provide more practical methods for providing deep learning-
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based service on agriculture. First, to provide a deep learning
capable resource on the agricultural field, a Rail Camera is
implemented. The Rail Camera is designed to have sufficient
computational resources for data processing. And then, a set of
software is implemented for the intuitive management of edge
resources. Container Deployment Service (CDS) is a software
that enables container deployment with a simple GUI, and AI
Model Repository (AMR) is another software for the deep
learning model management.

Fig. 1. Edge Management Architecture

Fig. 1 depicts the configuration of the proposed system.
The gray boxes indicate the components that are implemented
and presented in this paper. Those are the facilities to make
it easy to implement distributed deep learning services on
the edge-cloud continuum. In the design and implementation
of the system, the authors have focused on two things. The
first one is to make the rail camera a multi-purpose edge.
The smart farm is an environment that is sensitive to the
cost, both in installation and maintenance. Instead of having
dedicated edge device for each use case, it would be effective
if the intelligence (deep learning application) on the edge
resource is replaceable to another one according to the use
case. To this end, all the applications are implemented with
AI-interface, so that they can rely on the same set of interfaces.
Also the models for applications are managed in a common
repository, the AI Model Repository. The next one is that the
implemented service should be easy-to-use while reflecting the
cloud-edge characteristics of distributed deep learning service.
The target user of the system is not the cloud operator, but an
a farmer who may not posses enough information on cloud
technologies. Therefore, it is required to have an intuitive
GUI interface. The Container Deployment Service (CDS) is
designed to have a web browser-friendly interfaces to manage
deployment of a container to a specific edge resource.

A. Container Deployment Service (CDS)

The Container Deployment Service (CDS) is a service to
manage distribution of deep learning application on cloud and
edge resources in an intuitive way. It has two window panes,
the list of resources are displayed on the Node List Pane at
the top, and the Container List Pane at bottom pane lists the
containers that can be used on the cluster. The Node List Pane
displays the list of nodes and status that are federated in a
cluster. Each node displays the containers that are running
on it. Also, it displays on where the resources are located,
for example on the cloud or on the edge, and/or the specific
location of the resources.

The CDS provides two links to manage deep learning
services that are deployed on the cluster with CDS. If the
deployed deep learning service is built with the AI Interface,
that is explained in the next subsection, CDS will provide a
GUI to connect to the service. And if the deployed deep learn-
ing service manages its model with AMR, that is presented in
II-C, it will display a button to update or rollback the model
being used on the deep learning service application. Those
services are using intuitive interaction based on web GUI.

B. AI Interfaces

AI Interfaces is a software package to provide interfaces for
a deep learning application. It differentiates itself from other
model-serving platforms by including pre-processing and post-
processing of a deep leaning inference process in it. It has
internal REST interfaces to configure and control the whole
inference pipeline of the application.

C. AI Model Repository

AI Model Repository is a repository of deep learning models
with corresponding metadata. Users can register a trained
model on the AMR with a set of metadata, from the basic
information like name or version of a model, to the extended
information such as the data set used for the training and
intended use of it. It provides RESTful interfaces to access
the metadata, model and retrieval via HTTP protocols.

III. IMPLEMENTATION AND WORKFLOW

This section presents the implementation of an agricultural
service with the proposed architecture - strawberry crop detec-
tion with deep learning service on the edge resource. How the
above mentioned facilities (CDS, AMR and AI Interface) are
beneficial to the implementation is presented in this section.

Rail Camera - an Edge resource A Rail Camera is a
device which has a motor, a deep learning capable hardware
and a camera for the detection of growth of a strawberry.
For the acceleration hardware, Nvidia Xavier NX is used and
federated with a cluster. Fig. 3 depicts the actual hardware
implementation of the rail camera, that is installed on the
actual strawberry farm.

Cloud resource Microsoft Azure cloud is used on the
installation of CDS and AMR. Two virtual machines, each
with 4 vCPUs, 16GB memory and 512GB storage are prepared
and two software are installed with Python (version 3.8)
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environment. All the interfaces are implemented with Flask
for RESTful APIs.

Kubernetes Cluster All the resources mentioned above are
federeated in a cluster with Kuberenetes. All the resources are
connnected via a virtual private network, and federated with
Kuberentes version 1.22.4.

The implementation consists of two parts, the first part is
to present use of CDS for the deployment of container, and
the second part is to present AMR for the run-time-update of
a model on a running container.

The CDS is implemented to show the characteristics of
each resources. The characteristics of edge are displayed on
the GUI of CDS, to make it able to choose proper resource
for the distributed deep learning container. The GUI interface
is depicted in Fig. 2. A simple drag-and-drop operation will
deploy the container without needs of configuring YAML
scripts or helm charts. Users can select the type of deployment
between Pod and Deployment. And then, the interface to con-
trol the Rail Camera is presented. The Rail Camera container is
implemented with the AI Interface, and the CDS can open the
interface using Kubernetes NodePort resource. The interfaces
are depicted in Fig. 4.

Fig. 2. GUI of CDS.

While CDS is focusing management of the containers,
the AMR is designed for the management of the trained
model to be used on the deployed containers. A metadata file
(manifest.json) that describes the configuration of the model is
used for the identification of a model with AMR. The model
files can be registered to the AMR with the metadata file.
Here in this implementation, a Yolo model file is used for
the detection of strawberry from the images taken by the Rail
Camera from the smart farm.

IV. CONCLUSION

The design and implementation of management of container
deployment on edge-cloud cluster is presented in the paper.

Fig. 3. Rail Camera in a Strawberry Farm.

Fig. 4. Deep learning container on a Rail Camera.

The set of tools - CDS, AMR and AI Interfaces - is pre-
sented for the management of deep learning-based service on
the mixed edge-cloud resources. The characteristics of edge
resources on edge-cloud continuum are easily identified with
the help of CDS, and access of the deployed deep learning
container provided with the intuitive GUI and AI interface
module. Further, the AMR enables run-time update of a deep
learning model which ensures better quality of service. In this
paper, the use case of strawberry detection is presented, and it
shows that Rail Camera can host many kinds of deep leaning
applications with the help of CDS and AMR. The authors plan
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to continue developing applications with the Rail Camera for
the yield prediction of the strawberry.
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